Coverscreen

SC001_intro

The CoverScreen Wizard will guide you through the steps needed to update the information we have about a household. Please read the question text aloud to the respondent. Text in bold starting with 'IWER:' gives you extra information to clarify the question. It can also provide hints in case you do not understand the meaning of a question. Press the 'Next' button to start the wizard.

SC002_prvtnrs

IWER: Does the eligible respondent live in a private household or in a nursing home? A nursing home provides all of the following services for its residents: dispensing of medication, available 24-hour personal assistance and supervision (not necessarily a nurse), and room & meals.

SC003_intro

In [--FL_MONTH--] [--FL_YEAR--], your household has participated in a study called 50+ in Europe. As you know, this study is interested in learning about important aspects of people's lives such as their health, financial and family situations. To do so, we are re-interviewing people such as yourself who participated in the study last time.

SC004_intro

This interview is voluntary and confidential. If we should come to any question you don't want to answer, just let me know and I will go on to the next question. The answers that you give will be kept confidential and will be used only for research purposes.

SC005_intro

Before beginning the interview, I need to ask a few questions about each household member, like name, sex, and date of birth. Let's start with you.

SC006_name

What is your name?

SC007_name

IWER: Select the person who is verifying the coverscreen data, or if this person is not known to the
system, type in his or her name. The last name is optional.

SC008_note
Before you continue, verify with the respondent that the other household members ([--FL_MEMBERS--]) live or once lived in this household. [br][br]If none of these persons have lived here, you have probably selected a wrong household. In that case you should not continue.

SC009_liveinHH
Do you live in this household?

IWER: IWER: A household consists of all persons [br] - who live in the same dwelling (using the same entrance door) and [br] - who have a common housekeeping budget or usually have their meals together.
[br][br]Exceptions: [br]Lodgers (persons who sublet) are not considered members of the household, even though they may occasionally have dinner with the host. Children living together with their parents at the parents' address, or parents living together with their children at the children's address will be considered members of the household whether or not they have a common housekeeping budget or have their meals together. [br]Temporarily absent household members should be considered members if they have no other main dwelling, have retained economic ties with the household and their absence is not longer than 1 year.

SC010_abt_to_intrv
You are about to interview [--FL_NAME--]

SC011_noproxyfornursinghome
Please move back to the previous question and select a person who is living in the household. The proxy should answer the questions in the coverscreen as if the proxy were the selected person.

SC012_pers_det
Can you give me your personal details?

SC013_details
IWER: Please ask for name, month and year of birth, and gender
SC014_whenmoveIN

In which month and year did you move into this household?

IWER: If the month and/or year of birth are incorrect, you can fill in the corrected month and year of birth.

SC015_still_in_nursing

Does [{--FL_NAME--}] (still) live in this nursing home?

SC016_deceased

I am sorry to hear that [{--FL_NAME--}] deceased. I need to ask a few questions about [{--FL_NAME--}] to make sure we have the correct information about the deceased.

SC017_namecorrect

Is the name of [{--FL_NAME--}] / [{--FL_LASTNAME--}] spelled correctly?

1. Yes, the name is correct   5. No, the name is spelled differently

SC018_gender

Is [{--FL_NAME--}] [{--FL_GENDER--}]?

IWER: Note sex of respondent from observation (ask if unsure).

SC019_what_relation

Looking at card [1], what is [{--FL_HIS_HER--}] relationship to you?

IWER: By "parent-in-law" we mean the parent of a co residing partner, other parents-in-law (e.g. parents of former partners) are to be coded as "other relatives".


SC020_birthdate_correct
[{--FL_NAME--}] [{--FL_VERB--}] in [{--FL_MONTH--}] [{--FL_YEAR--}]. Is that correct?

IWER: If the month and/or year of birth are incorrect, you can fill in the corrected month and year of birth. If the respondent refuses to give a birthdate please make an estimation. If this fails select 'Don't know/Refusal'

1. Yes, the month and year of birth are both correct.  
5. No, the month and/or year of birth are incorrect.  
9. I don't know / refusal

SC021_when_deceased

When did [{--FL_NAME--}] die? Can you tell me the month and year?

SC022_whenmovedin

In which month and year did [{--FL_NAME--}] join this household?

SC023_whenmovedout

In which month and year did [{--FL_NAME--}] move out?

SC024_why_left

May I ask why [{--FL_NAME--}] left the household?

IWER: Read out options below
(a nursing home provides all of the following services for its residents: dispensing of medication, available 24-hour personal assistance and supervision (not necessarily a nurse), and room & meals.)

1. The relationship with a household member ended  
2. ^FL_NAME moved to a nursing or residential home  
3. For some other reason

SC025_anyone_else

Does anyone else live in this household?

1. Yes, there are more (new) household members  
5. No, there are no more (new) household members

SC026_newHHmember

Can you give me the name, month and year of birth and gender of this person?
SC027_new_adrs

[{{--FL_NAME--}}] has moved out since our last visit. Do you know [{{--FL_HIS_HER--}}] address?

SC028_moved_in

In [{{--FL_MOVED_IN_M--}}] [{{--FL_MOVED_IN_Y--}}] [{{--FL_NAME--}}] [{{--FL_LASTNAME--}}] has moved in.[br]

SC029_info

[{{--FL_NAME--}}] [{{--FL_VERB--}}] in [{{--FL_MONTH--}}] [{{--FL_YEAR--}}].

SC030_neverinHH

[{{--FL_NAME--}}] never lived in this household.

SC031_has_moved

Do you have a partner that lives in this household?

IWER: IWER: If spouse/partner lives outside the household (e.g. in a nursing home), code 5. (no)

1. The partner has moved in the household after our last visit.
2. The partner is one of the following members:
3. ^FL_PARTNER is the partner of this new household member
4. Can you give me his or her personal details?

SC032_no_adress

No address information is provided.

SC033_partner

Does [{{--FL_MEMBER--}}] have a partner that lives in this household?

1. Yes, ^FL_MEMBER has a partner in this household  5. No, ^FL_MEMBER has no partner in this household

SC034_birthnotknown

Birth date is not known.
SC035_any_died

I know this might be difficult to talk about. Has anyone who was a member of your household in [{--FL_MONTH--}] [{--FL_YEAR--}] died?

SC036_address

[{--FL_HISHER--}] new address is [{--FL_ADDRESS--}].

SC037_adress_tel

[br][{--FL_HISHER--}] address is [{--FL_ADDRESS--}].[br]Telephone number(s): [{--FL_TEL--}]

SC038_rel

Looking at card [1], what was [{--FL_HIS_HER--}] relationship to you?